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Please next version to EDARP in a search-able PDF format. This one appears to be a scanned copy that is not search-able. And the form should be uploaded vertically, this one and many other uploaded documents were rotated 90 degrees (sideways). Thanks. 
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Unresolved Comment from Review 1: Not consistent with acerage stated in FDR and LOI. Revise.
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SW - Comment
Unresolved Comment from Review 1:Item 8. Include soil erosion potential and impacts on discharge
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Unresolved Comment from Review 1:Item 15 - discuss ultimate receiving watersItem 16 - discuss stream crossing (or lack there of)
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Unresolved Review 1 Comment:Inlet protection
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Unresolved comment from Review 1:Also add: Portable toilets will be located a minimum of 10 feet from stormwater inlets and 50 feet from state waters.  They will be secured at all four corners to prevent overturning and cleaned on a weekly basis.  They will be inspected daily for spills.  
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Unresolved comment from Review 1:Item 13. Discuss inspection procedure for checking waste disposal bins for leaks and overflowing capacity. And discuss frequency that they will be emptied (or at what level of capacity would trigger the need to be emptied)Also discuss off site soil track (street sweeping)
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Unresolved comment from Review 1:Item 26 - Mention that SW quality will be handled by Pond 4 as outlined in the FDR for SF98030
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Unresolved comment from Review 1:Item 25 - note that inspection logs must be signed
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Please sign electronically so that all pages of the form do not have to be scanned. It is much easier for us if the form is in the original state (ie: not skewed, rotated, and still a searchable pdf). Or if need be, just scan this one page and insert it into the rest of the original pdf. 












































